The paper presents general machinery for extending a duality between complete, cocomplete categories to a duality between corresponding categories of semilattice representations (i.e. sheaves over Alexandrov spaces). This enables known dualities to be regularized. Among the applications, regularized Lindenbaun-Tarski duality shows that the weak extension of Boolean logic (i.e. the semantics of PASCAL-like programming languages) is the logic for semilatticeindexed systems of sets. Another application enlarges Pontryagin duality by regularizing it to obtain duality for commutative inverse Clifford monoids.
Introduction
Duality theory is generally viewed as more of an art than a science. The few broad techniques that are available, such as the enrichment of the structure of a schizophrenic object [14, Section VI.4 .41, tend to be of uncertain efficacy. Thus, development of a duality for a particular class of objects is usually the result of an ad hoc procedure, and may often become the source of considerable interest.
The purpose of the current paper is to propose one general technique for obtaining dualities. The starting point is a duality D : 2I 7rt X : E (2.1) between two complete and cocomplete concrete categories. Conventionally, these are described as the category 2I of "algebras" and the category X of "representation spaces". In the example of Priestley duality [23, 241, 2I is the category of distributive lattices and X is the category of compact HausdorlI zero-dimensional partially ordered spaces. The basis for the technique is the duality C : a T=? !B : F (2.2) between the category Sl of -
Duality for algebras and semilattices
The archetypal form of duality considered is represented as
D:'U+X:E. (2.1)
Here 2I is a complete and cocomplete concrete category of algebras, e.g. a variety of algebras considered as a category with homomorphisms as arrows, while 3E is a concrete category of representation spaces for 'U-algebras. There are (covariant) functors D : $X + XoP and E : 3ZoP -+ '9I furnishing an (adjoint) equivalence between 2I and Xop (as in [ 16, Theorem IV.4 .11). Normally, one considers D : 5X + X and E : X + 2I as contravariant functors.
One example of (2.1) is fundamental: that of semilattices. It takes the form
C:S&OVF. (2.2 1
Here &l is the variety of semilattices. A B-space, i.e. an object G of 23, has traditionally been defined topologically, as a compact Hausdorff zero-dimensional topological bounded semilattice. A bounded semilattice in this sense is a meet-semilattice having a least element 0 and greatest element 1 selected by nullary operations. The 2% morphisms are continuous homomorphisms of bounded semilattices. The two-element meet-semilattice 2 = (0 5 1) is an object of g. Equipped with the discrete topology and nullary operations O,l, it becomes an object 2 of B. For a semilattice H, the 23-space HC is defined to be the closed subspace a(H,L?) of the product space zH. -Elements of HC are called characters of H. For a semilattice homomorphism f : HI + Hz, the B"P-morphism f C is defined as HzC --f HI C; 0 H f 0. For a 23-space G, the semilattice GF is defined to be the subsemilattice 23(G, 2) of the semilattice reduct of the product 2G. For a B-morphism f : G1 4 G2, the semilattice homomorphism fF Proof. Cf. [ll, Proposition 11.2.4(ii)]. The zero element of HW is the empty wall.
0
As a partially ordered set, each 'B-space is a complete (indeed algebraic) lattice [ 11, p. 391. A subset X of a ?&space G is a cover of an element g of G iff g 5 supX. An element c of G is compact if it is non-zero, and if each cover of c contains a finite subcover. Let GK denote the set of compact elements of G. Proposition 2.2. In a %-space G, the set GK of compact elements forms a join semilattice (i.e. a finitely cocomplete subcategory of the meet semilattice G, but not necessarily having an initial object ). Proof. See [ll, Proof. See [ 11, Theorem 11.3 .221. q
Proof

Plonka sums, sheaves, and bundles
Let H be a meet semilattice. Now H may be considered as an algebra (H, .), as a partially ordered set (H, <.), or as the set of objects of a small category with H(h,k) = {h -+ k} for h 5.k and IH(h, k)l = 0 otherwise. Additionally, H is a topological space under the Alexandrov topology 0(H) on the dual poset (H, 2.) [ 14, 
RA:E+H (3.7)
of a left normal band (E,*). The constructions r of (3.3) and /i of (3.7) extend to functors providing an equivalence for each element g of G.
(The limit on the right-hand side of (3.16) is the limit of the restriction of R to the upwardly directed ordered subset of G consisting of compact elements below g.) The category 2 is then defined to be the full subcategory of (23; X Op) consisting of 2%continuous (contravariant) representations of !&spaces in X. As for 6, such representations R are often identified with the corresponding bundles RA.
Duality for semilattice representations
Given a duality (2.1) between complete and cocomplete concrete categories 9.I and X, this section sets up a duality Proof. It must first be shown that the representation defined on the right hand side of (4.2) is an object of k, i.e. that ORi = lim(RF : HCKfl 1 f3 + X) for ~9 in H2C.
To this end, it is convenient to identify charzers 8 of H with the walls 8-l{ 1) that they determine, according to (2.4) . The right-hand side of (4.9), as the composite of three contravariant functors, is contravariant. It thus forms a representation of the semilattice GF in 'u, determining an '%-algebra. Now consider an %morphism
comprising a B-morphism fT( : Gt -+ G2 and a natural transformation cp : RI if 'R2. The morphism part of k will be specified by cAJ."F= w-=FF), (4.10) where fzF is the dual of fn and r : KG2 j&E* f tiKo, jRtE is a natural tranSfOrmation. Towards the definition of z, recall the commutative diagram (cf. Proposition 2.5) the identity of the codomain functors following by the commuting of (4.11). In summary,
Proposition 4.2. There is a contravariant functor ,!? : % -+ %. Its object part is given by (4.9). Its morphism part is given by (4.10) and (4.14). 0
The main theorem of the paper may now be formulated. Its proof is presented separately in the following section. 
Proof of the main theorem
This section is devoted to the proof of the main Theorem 4.3. In the given duality To verify the naturality of v, consider an X-morphism
(cp,f):(R:G+X)-+(R':G'+X).
+ X as a left _-gyGRED is an (5.14)
The commuting of the diagram (7.6) this characterization arises as a consequence of the role of the schizophrenic object Tm in the duality (7.5). 
Example 7.2 (Regularized Priestley duality
Regularized Pontryagin duality
The examples of Section 7 illustrated how Theorems 4.3 and 6.1 could be used to obtain regularizations of Lindenbaum-Tarski and Priestley duality. The main theorems are based on the duality (2.2) between SJ and 8. The theorems applied to the regularizations '% of Section 7 because the algebras in the original varieties B there had no nullary operations in their type. In attempting an analogous regularization of Pontryagin duality, it would be necessary to construe abelian groups without constants (cf. [19] ). The variety B would then include the empty model as initial object. In essence, B would be the variety of abelian quasigroups in the sense of [ 
